
The Headphone Pro 

                              

The Goldpoint Headphone Pro reveals more musical detail than other headphone amplifiers.
It's like a having a "sonic magnifying glass" to enhance your listening experience.

  This exceptional product was designed with the purpose of showcasing the transparent sound 
quality of Goldpoint stepped attenuators. And as Goldpoint stepped attenuators sound clearer and 
more transparent than other volume controls, the Headphone Pro truly has an exclusive sonic 
advantage over all the others.

  During the development of the Headphone Pro we always selected the best sounding circuitry 
and component parts, upgrading repeatedly. We reached the ne plus ultra combining our Goldpoint 
stepped attenuator volume control, the precision FET input amplifier section driving the second 
high-speed power section, our exclusive low noise universal power supply and unique power 
supply conditioning circuitry. No other headphone amplifier has all of these things. And all of it 
contributes to this outstanding result: We believe the Headphone Pro [likely] outperforms the very 
best sounding headphone amplifiers available anywhere, regardless of price. And we are confident 
that you will agree the moment you first listen with it.

  When you want to hear everything that was recorded, such as: a pianist humming along, the 
breathing of a vocalist, subtle harmonies, and more, the Headphone Pro is for you. In addition to 
accurately reproducing detailed sonic information, the Headphone Pro is very pleasant to listen to. 
And as a professional user, you can listen with it all day long without experiencing "listening 
fatigue".
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  The Headphone Pro enclosures are elegant and to the point. This is the only headphone 
amplifier available in both Vertical and Horizontal enclosure styles. The unique vertical standing 
design is intended to take up less table space - which can be handy when it is to used on your 
computer or study desk where extra space is limited. The more conventional horizontal model also 
has a relatively small footprint and identical circuitry inside. 

   Goldpoint Precision Stepped Attenuator Volume Control:

   Custom low-noise power supply and unique conditioning circuitry.

   Precision FET Input section driving a 0.00014% THD, 700mA x2 power section.

   Superlative sound quality - Clear, detailed, and consistently pleasurable listening 

                 experience.

      HPRO-V  (Vertical):      4.85" tall x 2.75" wide x 7.25" long   (mm: 123 x 70 x184)                  

      HPRO-H (Horizontal):   2.35" tall x 4.75" wide x 7.25" long   (mm: 60 x120 x 184)
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